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Abstract—Cognitive radio (CR) technology opens the licensed spectrum bands for opportunistic usage and initiates spectrum trading

to improve the spectrum utilization. In this paper, we investigate the path selection problem in multihop cognitive radio networks

(CRNs) under constraints on flow routing, link scheduling and CR source’s budget. We extend the per-user-based spectrum trading in

prior work to CR session-based spectrum trading, and effectively develop the spectrum trading mechanisms based on the cross-layer

optimization in multihop CRNs. We introduce a new service provider, called secondary service provider (SSP), to help CR sessions to

select the paths for packet delivery. Considering the price of bands and the potential returning of primary services at different CR links,

the SSP purchases the licensed spectrum and jointly conducts flow routing and link scheduling under the budget constraints. We also

propose a 4D conflict graph to characterize the conflict relationship among CR links and mathematically formulate the path selection

problem under multiple constraints into an optimization problem with the objective of maximizing the end-to-end throughput. Due to the

NP-hardness of the problem, we have also developed a heuristic algorithm to find the approximate solution.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio networks, uncertain spectrum supply, link scheduling, multihop multipath routing, optimization
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1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, more and more people, families, and com-
panies rely on wireless services for their daily life and

business, which leads to a booming growth of various
wireless networks and a dramatic increase in the demand for
radio spectrum. In parallel with that, current static spectrum
allocation policy of Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) [1], [2], [3] results in the exhaustion of available
spectrum, while a lot of licensed spectrum bands are
extremely underutilized. Experimental tests in academia
[4], [5] and measurements conducted in industries [6], [7]
both show that even in the most crowed region of big cities
(e.g., Washington, DC, Chicago, New York City, etc.), many
licensed spectrum bands are not used in certain geographi-
cal areas and are idle most of the time. Those studies spur the
FCC to open up licensed spectrum bands and pursue new
innovative technologies to encourage dynamic use of the
underutilized spectrum [1]. As one of the most promising
solutions, cognitive radio (CR) technology releases the
spectrum from shackles of authorized licenses, and enables
the CR users to opportunistically utilize the vacant licensed
spectrum bands in either temporal or spatial domain.

The idea of opportunistic using licensed spectrum in
multihop cognitive radio networks (CRNs) has initiated the

market of spectrum trading and promoted a bunch of
interesting research on related topics. Specifically, in [8],
Grandblaise et al. generally describe the potential scenarios
and introduce some microeconomics inspired mechanisms
for opportunistic spectrum accessing, and in [9], Sengupta
and Chatterjee propose an economic framework for
opportunistic spectrum accessing to guide the design of
dynamic spectrum allocation algorithms as well as service
pricing mechanisms. From the view of system design,
models in game theory, by Wang et al. [10], [11], Pan et al.
[12], and Zhang and Zhang [13], and auction designs in
microeconomics by Zhou et al. [14], [15], Jia et al. [16], and
Wu et al. [17], are exploited to construct the spectrum
trading mechanisms with desired properties, such as power
efficiency, allocation fairness, incentive compatibility, Par-
eto efficiency, and so on. From the view of the primary
users, Xing et al. [18] and Niyato et al. [19], [20] have well
investigated the spectrum pricing issues in the spectrum
market, where multiple primary users, whose goal is to
maximize the monetary gains with their vacant spectrum,
compete with each other to offer spectrum access to the CR
users. From the view of the CR users, Pan et al. [21], [22],
[23], and [24] have addressed how the CR users optimally
distribute their traffic demands over the spectrum bands to
reduce the risk for monetary loss, when there is more than
one unoccupied licensed band.

Unfortunately, most existing work assume per-user-
based spectrum trading (i.e., each CR user purchases
available bands from primary users and uses the purchased
spectrum for communications), which confronts those
mechanisms with several critical problems when they are
deployed in multihop CRNs. For instance, it is not clear
whom a CR user communicates with (i.e., the CR receiver is
not explicitly specified); it is not clear how to find a
common band between two CR users to establish commu-
nications; it is not clear what kind of quality of service (e.g.,
throughput, delay, rate, or bandwidth requirement, etc.)
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can be supported. Besides, although some of prior spectrum
trading designs consider the impact of frequency reuse [12],
[14], [15], [17], they ignore almost all the other factors, e.g.,
activities of primary services, link scheduling, route selec-
tion, and so on, which may significantly affect the
performance of CR sessions in multihop CRNs.

Instead of working on per-user-based spectrum trading,
in this paper, we investigate the session-based spectrum
trading. Suppose that the CR source has a fixed budget and
prices for opportunistic spectrum accessing are different for
different licensed bands or for the same band at different
locations. Given a CR session and multiple routes between
the CR source and destination, we endeavor to find a path
with the maximum end-to-end throughput under the CR
source’s budget in multihop CRNs. To achieve this objective,
we have to consider the price of the bands, budget constraints
of CR source, link scheduling constraints, flow routing
constraints, and possible returning of primary services,
when selecting the path as well as the licensed bands for
opportunistic accessing. In this paper, we mathematically
formulate these concerns into an optimization problem and
provide near-optimal solutions using linear programming.
We also propose a heuristic algorithm to give feasible
solutions to the path selection problem under multiple
constraints. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

. We introduce a novel service provider for CR users,
called secondary service provider (SSP), into the net-
work and employ SSP to help the CR session select
the path for packet delivery. On behalf of the CR
links, the SSP purchases licensed bands from
primary users for CR nodes’ opportunistic spectrum
accessing w.r.t. the price of the bands as well as the
activities of primary services. Meanwhile, the SSP
seeks the maximum throughput route for the CR
session by conducting link scheduling and path
selection under the budget of CR source.

. Inspired by the link conflict graph in single-radio
single-channel (SR-SC) networks [25], [26] and the
3D conflict graph in multiradio multichannel (MR-
MC) networks [27], we propose a 4D conflict graph
to describe the conflict relations among CR links in
competing for bands w.r.t. the price of bands and
the probability of primary services’ returning in
multihop CRNs. Similar to the methodology used in
[27], we interpret each vertex in the graph as a basic
resource point for scheduling. Furthermore, we
represent each resource point with a link band
probability price (LBP2) quadruplet and construct the
4D conflict graph consisting of LBP2 quadruplets.

. Based on the 4D conflict graph, the SSP can
mathematically formulate the path selection as a
joint routing and link scheduling optimization
problem under the CR source’s budget constraint.
Given all the independent sets in CRNs, the SSP can
relax the integer variables in the formulation, solve
the optimization problem by linear programming
and find the optimal path with the largest end-to-
end throughput between CR source and destination.

. It is NP-hard to find all the independent sets in
CRNs [28]. It is even too complicated for the SSP to

find all independent sets of a given path if the
number of links or the available licensed bands is
large. Therefore, we develop a heuristic algorithm to
deal with the path selection problem using local
conflict cliques of LBP2 quadruplets. We let the SSP
layer the 4D conflict graph by the number of licensed
bands, switch LBP2 quadruplets to mitigate the co-
band interference, and leverage the conflict cliques
to find the optimal path with the largest path
capacity considering the CR source’s budget.

. By carrying out simulations, we demonstrate the
impact of the CR source’s budget, the number of
available bands, and the distance between the CR
source and destination on the performance of path
selection in CRNs. We also compare the path selection
algorithms including the optimal path selection, the
proposed heuristic path selection and the single-
band-based path selection proposed in [26], and show
that the heuristic algorithm is much better than the
single-band-based one, and is close to the optimal one
in terms of the path capacity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we review related work on cross-layer optimization for SR-
SC and MR-MC networks and state of the art on CRNs. In
Section 3, we introduce the spectrum market and related
models in multihop CRNs. In Section 4, we describe the 4D
conflict graph and present the concept of independent sets
and conflict cliques in 4D conflict graph. In Section 5, we
mathematically describe scheduling and routing constraints
in multihop CRNs, formulate the path selection under
multiple constraints into an optimization problem and solve
it by linear programming. In Section 6, we develop a
heuristic algorithm for the high throughput path selection.
Finally, we conduct simulations and analyze the perfor-
mance results in Section 7, and draw concluding remarks in
Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

How to find the path with the largest end-to-end
throughput under joint link scheduling and routing
constraints has been extensively studied in both SR-SC
networks and MR-MC networks. Jain et al. [29] studied the
impact of interference on performance of multihop wireless
network based on an NP-hard optimization problem. Zhai
and Fang [26] investigated the path capacity of a given path
considering link scheduling and leveraged the interference
clique transmission time to design a routing metric for high-
throughput path selection in SR-SC networks. In [25], Chen
et al. extended this work to multirate SR-SC networks, and
addressed how to find a path with high available
bandwidth considering both the interference from back-
ground traffic and that along the path. In MR-MC networks,
Li et al. [27] proposed a 3D (i.e., radio-link-channel) conflict
graph and exploited it to efficiently solve the optimal path
capacity problem using linear programming.

However, different from the mobile device with a single
radio in SR-SC networks or the one with multiple radios in
MR-MC networks, the CR device has only one radio but the
radio is a software defined one [1], [2], [3], which is
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supposed to switch frequencies across a wide spectrum
range (i.e., from 20 MHz to 2.5 GHz [30], [31], [32]). Besides,
the opportunistic spectrum usage of the CR users closely
depends on the activities of primary services. The limita-
tions in CR hardware and the impact of primary users make
the path selection problem much more complex in CRNs
than that in SR-SC networks and MR-MC networks.

In CR research community, there have been some efforts
devoted to cross-layer optimization as well. Tang et al. [33]
studied the joint spectrum allocation and link scheduling
problems with the objectives of maximizing throughput and
achieving certain fairness in CRNs. Hou et al. [34] investi-
gated the joint frequency scheduling1 and routing problem
with the objective of minimizing the network-wide spectrum
resource and presented a centralized algorithm for spectrum
sharing in CRNs. In their following work, Shi and Hou [35]
also provided a distributed approach to address this issue.
Considering the uncertain spectrum supply, Pan et al. [21],
[22], and [36] proposed to model the vacancy of licensed
bands as a series of random variables, characterized the
multihop CRNs with a pair of (�; �) parameters and
minimized the usage of licensed spectrum to support CR
sessions with rate requirements at certain confidence levels.

In the existing literature of multihop CRNs, there
remains a lack of study on the path selection problem by
jointly considering routing and link scheduling. Meanwhile,
there is a lack of bond to connect the research on spectrum
trading and the research on cross-layer optimization in
multihop CRNs.

Our work bridges the gap between these two active
research topics, i.e., spectrum trading mechanism design
and cross-layer optimization, in multihop CRNs. We have a
comprehensive study on the path selection problem
considering multiple factors including the price of the
bands, budget constraints of CR source, link scheduling
constraints, flow routing constraints, and activities of
primary services. This work extends the per-user-based
spectrum trading into session-based spectrum trading and
makes those microeconomics inspired spectrum trading
mechanisms practically applicable in multihop CRNs.

3 NETWORK MODEL

3.1 Spectrum Market and Opportunistic Spectrum
Accessing

We consider a spectrum market in multihop CRNs [19],
[21], [22], [23], [24] consisting of multiple primary users
operating on different frequency bands and an SSP (e.g., a
base station (BS) or an access point (AP)) who serves a
group of CR users N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; n; . . . ; Ng. Suppose that
the set of licensed spectrum bands B ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; b; . . . ; Bg
have the identical bandwidth, where the size of the
bandwidth is equal to 1. We also assume that a CR user
has only one radio, but the radio can be tuned into any
available frequency band for packet delivery, i.e., a CR user
can only work on one of the available bands at one time. As
shown in Fig. 1, some spectrum bands at certain geogra-
phical locations (the bands fully in shade) may be reserved

for the exclusive usage of specific primary services (e.g.,
restricted areas for military use or public safety, danger
areas of emergency or disaster, etc.); some other licensed
bands (the bands partially in shade) are opened and the
“white space” is available for opportunistic accessing of CR
users. To put it in a mathematical way, let Bi � B represent
the set of available licensed bands at CR node i 2 N . Bi may
be different from Bj, where j is not equal to i, and j 2 N ,
i.e., possibly Bi 6¼ Bj.

In this case, primary users will set reasonable prices for
the available licensed bands considering the unpredictable
activities of the primary services as well as competition
among primary users in the spectrum market [16], [18], [19],
and sell those bands for monetary gains. Besides, we assume
the spectrum trading takes place periodically, where the
duration of a trading period is � , and the payment for
spectrum trading is nonrefundable.2 Instead of being the
trading proxy for CR users [9], the SSP plays the role of
trading proxy for CR sessions. Suppose there is a unicast CR
session in CRNs. Let sr/dt denote the source/destination
CR node of this session, and E be the budget of the CR
source sr. To forward packets to the destination, the source
CR node3 must pay for the opportunistic spectrum usage of
the CR links along the selected path to primary users via the
SSP. Meanwhile, the availability of the purchased bands is
not guaranteed. CR links can opportunistically use the
purchased licensed bands when the primary services are not
on, but have to stop using those bands when primary
services become active. Given such a CR session, in this
work, the SSP collectively harvests licensed spectral
resource, purchases spectrum bands for CR links at different
locations, and jointly conduct link scheduling and route
selection under the budget constraints with the objective of
maximizing the end-to-end throughput.4

3.2 Other Related Models in CRNs

3.2.1 Probability Model of Primary Services

It is necessary to model the activities of primary services
because the transmissions of a CR link over band b 2 B
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1. In this paper, frequency scheduling refers to the scheduling in
frequency domain or means frequency band allocation, and link scheduling
refers to the scheduling in time domain.

Fig. 1. Spectrum market and opportunistic spectrum accessing for
packet delivery under CR source’s budget constraints in multihop CRNs.

2. The trading period � should not be too long (e.g., months or years) to
make dynamic spectrum access infeasible, and it should not be too short
(e.g., milliseconds or seconds) to incur overwhelming overhead in spectrum
trading. The typical duration is minutes or hours as shown in [37]. In the
rest of paper, we assume that � is of fixed duration, so that the time
parameter is not included in our formulation.

3. Incentive issues of the relay CR nodes are not considered in this paper.
4. By exchanging small-size control messages with the CR users over the

dedicated channel (e.g., cognitive pilot channel), the SSP can conduct the
spectrum trading and schedule the transmissions of large-size data packets
for multihop CR communications.



closely depend on the availability of band b. As shown in
[38], [39], and [40], the traffic of primary services can be
modeled as a two state ON-OFF process, where an ON state
represents the band is occupied by primary services, and an
OFF state represents the band is available for CR users’
opportunistic accessing. Let qbij represent the probability
that the band b at link lij is in OFF state, and ð1� qbijÞ
represent the probability that the band b at link lij is in ON
state, where b 2 Bi

T
Bj.

3.2.2 Transmission/Interference Range

The interference in wireless networks can be defined
according to the protocol model or the physical model
[41]. Suppose all CR nodes use the same power for
transmission. Then, in protocol model [26], [41], there will
be a fixed transmission range and a fixed interference range,
where the interference range is typically two or three times
of the transmission range. These two ranges may vary with
the frequency bands. The conflict relationship between two
links over the same band can be determined by the
specified interference range. The protocol model is adopted
by most of the existing work [26], [27], [33], [34], [36], by
which the interference over a network can be abstracted
into a conflict graph. We also exploit the protocol model to
characterize the interference relationship among CR links in
this research, and extend the conflict graph into 4D conflict
graph considering the features of spectrum trading in
CRNs, which will be described in the next section. In
addition, if we properly set the interference range, we can
accurately transform a protocol model into a physical
model as illustrated in [42].

4 4D CONFLICT GRAPH, CONFLICT CLIQUES, AND

INDEPENDENT SETS IN MULTIHOP CRNs

To pursuit high end-to-end throughput or path capacity, it
is necessary for the SSP to jointly consider flow routing and
link scheduling. To effectively schedule data transmission
among different CR links, it is necessary for the SSP to find
the independent sets in the conflict graph constructed from
CRNs [25], [26]. In this section, we extend the conflict graph
to multidimension case and establish a 4D conflict graph to
characterize the interference relation among CR links. In the
background of 4D conflict graph, we also redefine inde-
pendent sets and conflict cliques, which can help the SSP
make decisions of licensed-band purchasing, spectrum
assignment, link scheduling, and flow routing under the
budget constraints in multihop CRNs.

4.1 Construction of the 4D Conflict Graph

Regarding the unpredictable activities of primary services
and the features of CR transceivers, we introduce a 4D
conflict graph to characterize the interference relationship
among CR links in CRNs. Specifically, we interpret a CRN
as a 4D resource space, with dimensions defined by links,
bands, the probability that the band is available for OSA
and the charging price. In parallel with this, in a 4D conflict
graph GðV; EÞ, each vertex corresponds to an LBP2 price
quadruplet, where an LBP2 quadruplet is defined as

link-band-probability-price : ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ:

The LBP2 quadruplet indicates that the CR link lij
(i; j 2 N ) operates on band b w.r.t the activities of the
primary services over this link. The availability of band b at
link lij is denoted by qbij and the price charged for lij’s
opportunistic use of band b is represented by pbij. According
to the definition of LBP2 quadruplets, we can enumerate all
combinations of CR users, bands, the availability of bands
and the price of bands, which can potentially enable a CR
communication link.

Obviously, the conflict relationship among LBP2 quad-
ruplets in CRNs is more complex than that among links in
SR-SC networks, and that among link-channel pairs in MR-
MC networks. Two quadruplets are said to interfere with
each other if either of the following two conditions holds:

. Condition 1. Two different LBP2 quadruplets have
one or two CR nodes in common.

. Condition 2. If two different LBP2 quadruplets are
using the same band, the receiving CR node of one
LBP2 quadruplet is within the interference range
of the transmitting CR node in the other LBP2

quadruplet.

Based on these conditions, we connect two vertices in V
with an undirected edge in GðV; EÞ, if their corresponding
LBP2 quadruplets interfere with each other.

For illustrative purpose, we take a simple example to
show how to construct a 4D conflict graph. In this toy CRNs
in Fig. 2a, we assume there are five CR users with CR
transceivers, i.e., A, B, C, D, and E, and two licensed bands,
i.e., band 1 and band 2. Depending on the geographic
locations, the set of currently available frequency bands at
one CR link may not be the same as that at another CR link
as mentioned in Section 3.1. For example, the currently
available band set for link lAB is f1g and the band set for
link lBC is f1; 2g. Meanwhile, the CR transmissions are
subject to the unpredictable returning of primary services,
where the availability of a licensed band at a link is denoted
by the probability. For instance, q1

AB ¼ 0:7 for band 1 at
link lAB, q1

BC ¼ 0:6 for band 1 at link lBC and q2
BC ¼ 0:8 for

the band 2 at link lBC as shown in Fig. 2a. Furthermore, we
use dð�Þ to represent euclidean distance and suppose that
dðA;BÞ ¼ dðB;CÞ ¼ dðC;DÞ ¼ dðD;EÞ ¼ DT ¼ 1

2DI ,
dðA;CÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

DT , dðA;DÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
5
p

DT , and dðA;EÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
10
p

DT ,
where DT and DI are the transmission range and
interference range of the CR users, respectively.

Given the above assumptions and information about toy
CRNs, we can construct the corresponding 4D conflict
graph, which is depicted in Fig. 2b. In the figure, each
vertex corresponds to an LBP2 quadruplet, for example,
vertex ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ in the 4D conflict graph corresponds to
LBP2 quadruplet ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ. Note that there are edges
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between vertices ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ and ðlBC; 1; 0:6; 1Þ, and
ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ and ðlBC; 2; 0:8; 2Þ because lAB and lBC have a
CR node B in common. There are edges between vertices
ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ and ðlCD; 1; 0:9; 3Þ because lAB is incident to
lCD over band 1. Moreover, there is an edge between
vertices ðlBC; 1; 0:6; 1Þ and ðlBC; 2; 0:8; 2Þ because any CR
user has only one radio and can only work on one band at
one time. Similar analysis applies to the other vertices in the
4D conflict graph as well.

4.2 Independent Sets and Conflict Cliques

Given a 4D conflict graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ representing CRNs, we
describe the impact of vertex i 2 V on vertex j 2 V as
follows:

wij ¼
1; if there is an edge connecting vertex i and j;
0; if there is no edge between vertex i and j;

�
ð1Þ

where the two vertices correspond to two LBP2 quad-
ruplets, respectively.

Provided that there is a vertex/LBP2 quadruplet set I �
V and an LBP2 quadruplet i 2 I satisfying

P
j2I ;i 6¼j wij < 1,

the transmission at LBP2 quadruplet i will be successful
even if all the other LBP2 quadruplets belonging to the set
I are transmitting at the same time. If any i 2 I satisfies
the condition above, we can schedule the transmissions
over all these LBP2 quadruplets in I to be active
simultaneously. Such a vertex/LBP2 quadruplet set I is
called an independent set. If adding any one more LBP2

quadruplet into an independent set I results in a
nonindependent one, I is defined as a maximum indepen-
dent set. Besides, if there exists a vertex/LBP2 quadruplet
set Z � V in G and any two LBP2 quadruplets i and j in Z
satisfying wij 6¼ 0 (i.e., vertex i and j cannot be scheduled to
transmit successfully at the same time.), Z is called a
conflict clique. If Z is no longer a conflict clique after
adding any one more LBP2 quadruplet, Z is defined as a
maximum conflict clique.

5 OPTIMAL PATH SELECTION uNDER LINK

SCHEDULING, ROUTING, AND BUDGET

CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we study how the SSP can find the optimal
path with the highest throughput under multiple con-
straints. First, we address how to calculate the path capacity
considering link scheduling for a given path. Then, we
mathematically describe flow routing constraints for single-
radio-based CR users. After that, we formulate an integer
linear programming optimization problem to find the best
possible path to achieve the maximum end-to-end through-
put under CR scheduling, routing, and budget constraints
in multihop CRNs.

5.1 Path Capacity under CR Link Scheduling
Constraints

For a given path P, we can establish the 4D conflict graph
GP ¼ ðVP ; EPÞ following the same approach illustrated in
Section 4.1. Suppose we can list all independent sets as
IP ¼ fI1; I 2; . . . ; Im; . . . ; IMg, where M is jIPj, and Im �
VP for 1 � m �M. Then, at any time, at most one
independent set can be active to transmit packets for all

LBP2 quadruplets in that set. Let �m � 0 denote the time

share scheduled to independent set Im, and

X
1�m�M

�m � 1; �m � 0 ð1 � m �MÞ: ð2Þ

Let rbijðImÞ be the data rate for CR link lij over band b,

where rbijðImÞ ¼ 0 if LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 62 Im;

otherwise, rbijðImÞ is the channel rate5 for lij over band b.

Therefore, by exploiting the independent set Im, the flow

rate that lij can support over band b in the time share �m is

�mr
b
ijðImÞqbij, considering the possible returning of primary

services in CRNs. Let s represent the flow rate of a given CR

session. This CR session is feasible at link lij if there exists a

schedule of the independent sets satisfying

s � sij ¼
XM
m¼1

�m
XjBiTBjj
b¼1

rbijðImÞqbij: ð3Þ

To maximize the end-to-end throughput of P, we must

consider the traffic traveling through all links along the

given path from the CR source to the CR destination, i.e.,

CP ¼ max min
lij2P

sij: ð4Þ

Let se denote minlij2P sij, where e is the bottleneck CR
link along P for the end-to-end throughput. As introduced
in Section 3.1, the time is divided into spectrum trading
periods with the duration of � . Each trading period is
further partitioned into a set of time slots indexed by
mð1 � m �MÞ, so that the mth time slot has a length of
�m� . In the mth time slot, all LBP2 quadruplets in the set Im
will be scheduled to transmit. The end-to-end throughput
of P is determined by the throughput of the bottleneck link,
i.e., se. So, during each spectrum trading period of length � ,
the path capacity of P is

se ¼
1

�

XM
m¼1

�m�
XjBiTBjj
b¼1

rbeðImÞqbe ¼
XM
m¼1

�m
XjBiTBjj
b¼1

rbeðImÞqbe; ð6Þ

where rbeðImÞ and qbe represent the data rate and spectrum

availability for the bottleneck link e over band b, respectively.

5.2 Single-Radio-Based CR Routing Constraints

As for routing, the SSP will help the source CR node to find

the available paths and employ a number of relay CR nodes

to forward the data packets toward its destination CR node.

Similar to the modeling in [36] and [43], we mathematically

present the routing constraints as follows.
Let fij represent the flow rate of the CR session over

link lij, where i 2 N and j 2
S
b2Bi T

b
i . Here, T bi is the set of

CR nodes within CR node i’s transmission range, when
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5. In this paper, we assume channel rate is determined by the received
power and is equal to the maximum available rate satisfying the
requirement of receiver sensitivity. As we know, in most of existing
literature [27], [34], [36], the channel rate is approximated by the physical
channel capacity obtained from Shannon-Hartley theorem, even though the
capacity cannot be achieved. Moreover, the channel rate here can easily be
substituted by the more practical effective data rate, which is defined in
[26]. Note that all these approximations and substitutions will not affect the
theoretical results as well as performance comparison in this work.



band b 2 Bi is opportunistically used. To simplify the
notation, let T i ¼

S
b2Bi T

b
i .

If CR node i is the source node of the CR session, i.e.,
i ¼ sr, then

X
j2T i

fij ¼ s; ð6Þ

X
j2T i

fji ¼ 0: ð7Þ

Due to the inherent single-radio constraint of CR
devices, we focus on the unicast and single-path routing
problem. Thus, we need to modify the routing constraint in
(6) as follows:

X
j2T i

fij �ij ¼ s; ð8Þ

where �ij ¼ 1 indicates that lij may have a nonzero flow, i.e.,

X
j2T i

�ij � 1; �ij 2 f0; 1g: ð9Þ

If CR node i is an intermediate relay node for the CR
session, i.e., i 6¼ sr and i 6¼ dt, then

X
j2T i

fij�ij ¼
X
j2T i

fji�ji: ð10Þ

If CR node i is the destination node of the CR session, i.e.,
i ¼ dt, then

X
j2T i

fji�ji ¼ s: ð11Þ

Note that if (7), (8), (9), and (10) are satisfied, it can be
easily verified that (11) must be satisfied. As a result, it is
sufficient to list only (7), (8), (9), and (10) as routing
constraints in the problem formulation.

5.3 Optimal Path Selection under Multiple
Constraints

If there is more than one route available for the data
delivery from the source CR node to the destination CR
node, the SSP will select the optimal path on behalf of the
source CR node in terms of the end-to-end throughput.
Since the SSP purchases available licensed bands and
charges the source CR node for the CR session’s opportu-
nistic usage of these bands as mentioned in Section 3.1, the
SSP must consider the budget of the source CR node besides
the CR link scheduling and routing constraints. Thus, the
SSP seeks for a feasible solution to trading the available
frequency bands, assigning these bands to CR nodes,
scheduling bands for transmission and reception, and
routing the CR flow so that the end-to-end throughput of
the CR session is maximized in multihop CRNs.

The optimal path selection problem under multiple
constraints in multihop CRNs can be formulated as follows:

Maximize s

s:t: :
X
j2T i

fji ¼ 0 ði ¼ srÞ; ð12Þ

X
j2T i

fij �ij ¼ s ði ¼ srÞ; ð13Þ

X
j2T i

fij�ij ¼
X
j2T i

fji�ji ði 2 Nnfsr; dtgÞ; ð14Þ

X
j2T i

�ij � 1; �ij 2 f0; 1g; ði 2 NÞ; ð15Þ

0 � fij �
XjI j
m¼1

�m
XjBiTBjj
b¼1

rbijðImÞqbij; ð16Þ

ði 2 N ; j 2 T i; b 2 Bi
\
Bj and Im 2 IÞ

XjI j
m¼1

�m � 1; �m � 0;
ð17Þ

XjI j
m¼1

�m
X

ðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ2Im

pbij � E

ði 2 N ; j 2 T i; b 2 Bi
\
Bj and Im 2 IÞ;

ð18Þ

where pbij is the price charged for lij’s usage of band b, if
LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 2 Im. As mentioned in
Section 3.1, E is the budget of the source CR node.
Correspondingly, (18) means that the overall expense of
spectrum purchasing should be within the budget of the
source CR node. In addition, (12), (13), (14), and (15) specify
that there is at most one outgoing link from each CR node
with a nonzero flow, and that there is only one path selected
by the SSP between the CR source and the CR destination.
Equations (16) and (17) indicate that the flow rates over lij
cannot exceed the capacity of this CR link, which is
obtained from the CR link scheduling as illustrated in
Section 5.1.

Note that I includes all independent sets in CRNs. Given
all independent sets6 in the network, we find that the
formulated optimization is a mixed-integer linear program-
ming problem since �ij only has binary values. It can near-
optimally be solved in polynomial time by some typical
algorithms (e.g., sequential fixing algorithm [35], [36],
branch and bound [45], etc.) or softwares (e.g., CPLEX
[46]), provided that all the independent sets along different
paths can be found in GðV; EÞ.

6 A HEURISTIC PATH SELECTION ALGORITHM FOR

HIGH END-TO-END THROUGHPUT

As we know, to find all independent sets in GðV; EÞ is NP-
hard [25], [26], [27], [29], [44]. Even though a candidate
path is given, it is too complex for the SSP to find all the
independent sets along the path, if the number of links of
the path or the number of available licensed bands for
selection in CRNs is large. Therefore, in this section, we
propose a seven-step heuristic algorithm for path selection
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6. That is a general assumption used in existing literature [25], [26], [27],
[33], [44] for obtaining throughput bounds or performance comparison,
where both link scheduling and flow routing are considered.



with the objective of maximizing the end-to-end through-
put for a CR session. Instead of using independent sets, we
classify the edges in the 4D conflict graph into two types,
layer the graph by the number of licensed bands, and
leverage conflict cliques to find the path with the highest
end-to-end throughput for the CR session under budget
constraints.

6.1 A Counterexample for the Maximum Clique
Approach

In SR-SC networks, Chen et al. [25], and Zhai and Fang [26]
leverage the maximum local cliques to approximately select
the path with the highest throughput. Unfortunately, this
approach cannot be applied in CRNs. We take a toy CR path
shown in Fig. 2a as a counterexample. Suppose that the
packet length is 1 and the transmission time of a packet over
all LBP2 quadruplets is the same, which is equal to T .
According to the local clique approach, CP � 1

4T since the
maximum local clique contains four LBP2 quadruplets as
shown in Fig. 2b. However, if we only consider band 1 for
CR nodes’ usage regardless of primary services’ activities,
CP � 1

3T since the maximum local clique contains three
LBP2 quadruplets. Intuitively, if we consider both bands 1
and 2 for CR nodes’ opportunistic accessing, the throughput
of the toy path should be further improved. The paradox
above indicates that the maximum local clique-based
algorithm is no longer suitable for path selection in CRNs.

6.2 The Proposed Algorithm for Path Selection in
CRNs

The detailed procedure of the proposed heuristic algorithm
for path selection in CRNs is presented as follows:

Step 1: Construction of the 4D conflict graph.
Given a candidate path P, we first set up a correspond-

ing 4D conflict graph GPðVP ; EPÞ as illustrated in Section 4.1.
Step 2: Decoupling the 4D conflict graph into layers.
With the established 4D conflict graph of the path, we

further divide GPðVP ; EPÞ into different layers according to
the number of bands, i.e., jBj. To put it in another way, each
layer represents a band, and the intercepted conflict graph
on layer b describes the interference relationship among the
CR links over band b, b 2 B.

For example, for a path from CR node A to node E as
shown in Fig. 2a, we build up the corresponding 4D conflict
graph and divide the graph into two layers because the total
number of available bands in CRNs is 2.

Step 3: Differentiating two types of edges.
Then, we classify the edges on a layer of the 4D conflict

graph into two categories. For layer b in GP , one kind of
edges connect two different LBP2 quadruplets who have
one CR node in common, i.e., LBP2 quadruplets on layer b
satisfying Condition 1. We define these edges as nonredu-
cible edges. The other kind of edges connect two different
LBP2 quadruplets who have co-band interference, i.e.,
LBP2 quadruplets on layer b satisfying Condition 2. We
define these edges as reducible edges.

For example, in Fig. 3, edges between LBP2 quadruplets
ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ and ðlBC; 1; 0:6; 1Þ, between ðlBC; 1; 0:6; 1Þ and
ðlCD; 1; 0:9; 3Þ, and between ðlCD; 1; 0:9; 3Þ and ðlDE; 1; 0:7; 1Þ
on layer 1 are nonreducible edges (denoted by solid lines)
due to the single-radio constraint; correspondingly, edges

between ðlAB; 1; 0:7; 1Þ and ðlCD; 1; 0:9; 3Þ and between
ðlBC; 1; 0:6; 1Þ and ðlDE; 1; 0:7; 1Þ on layer 1, and edges
between ðlBC; 2; 0:8; 2Þ and ðlDE; 2; 0:7; 1Þ on layer 2 are
reducible edges (denoted by dashed lines). The co-band
interference between LBP2 quadruplets represented by
reducible edges may be mitigated by switching LBP2

quadruplets to different layers.
Step 4: Selecting the benchmark layer.
If there is only one layer in GP , select it as the benchmark

layer; if there is more than one layer in GP , select the one

which has the most edges (either nonreducible edges or

reducible ones) because this layer can most effectively show

the interference relationship among different links along the

path P. For instance, layer 1 is the benchmark layer for the

toy CR path from CR node A to node E as shown in Fig. 3.
Step 5: Establishing the benchmark path capacity.
After choosing the benchmark layer, we further

estimate the benchmark expense. To calculate the bench-
mark expense, we need information from two sides: 1) the
unit price of the band used by a link and 2) the active time
of that link along the path P for one time period � , under
the condition that layer b of GP is selected as the
benchmark layer.

Let lij be a CR link along the path P, Eij be the estimated
expense of lij, and Qij represent the LBP2 quadruplet set
associated with lij (e.g.,QDE ¼ fðlDE; 1; 0:7; 1Þ; ðlDE; 2; 0:7; 1Þg
as shown in Fig. 3). Given layer b as the benchmark layer,
the unit price of the band used by lij is calculated as the
following three cases:

. Case 1: If jQijj ¼ 1, there is only one LBP2 quadruplet

available for lij. Thus, the SSP can only choose the

LBP2 quadruplet for lij and pay the corresponding

price for using the band enclosed in that LBP2

quadruplet.
. Case 2: If jQijj � 1 and ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 2 Qij, there are

multiple LBP2 quadruplets available for lij including

ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ. Since layer b is the benchmark layer,
the SSP will choose LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ
for lij to calculate the benchmark expense and pay

pbij for using band b, i.e., Eij ¼ pbij.
. Case 3: If jQijj � 1 and ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 62 Qij, there are

some other LBP2 quadruplets available for lij except

ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ. In this case, the SSP can randomly

choose an LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ inQij for lij
to estimate the benchmark expense and pay the

corresponding price for using the band enclosed in

that LBP2 quadruplet, i.e., Eij ¼ pkijðk 6¼ bÞ.
Then, we employ conflict cliques over layer b to estimate

the active time of links along the path P for one time period
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Fig. 3. An illustrative example for the proposed procedure with a given
path.



� . Similar to the illustration in [25] and [26], we define the
interference clique transmission time TZ for one conflict
clique Z over the selected benchmark layer as

TZ ¼
X

ðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ2Z
Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ; ð19Þ

where Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ is the transmission time for a packet over lij
using band b. Assume the packet length is 1, considering the

activities of primary services, Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ can be written as

Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ ¼
1

rbij � qbij
; ð20Þ

For the given path P, find the set Z of all the maximum
interference cliques Z for the LBP2 quadruplets on the
benchmark layer. Let TP be the maximum value of TZ for all
cliques over the benchmark layer and

TP ¼ max
Z2Z

TZ : ð21Þ

Considering the link lij in Z and any one packet

successfully delivered from the CR source to the CR

destination, the packet takes time TP to travel through all

the LBP2 quadruplets in Z, and lij cannot be scheduled to

do any other transmission during TP . That indicates that a

packet takes at least time TP at link lij over the benchmark

layer, and the throughput at link lij is less than or equal

to 1
TP

over the benchmark layer. Since the end-to-end

throughput cannot be larger than the throughput of any

link along the path, the benchmark path capacity CP can be

approximated as 1
TP

[26].

This statement holds if there are no odd cycles [47] in GP .
In fact, the problem can be simplified for the conflict graph
constructed from general paths without odd cycles as
illustrated in [26]. Instead of finding all the maximum
cliques including one LBP2 quadruplet, the SSP only needs
to consider other LBP2 quadruplets close to this one along
the path. We refer to these cliques as the local interference
cliques of a path. For paths over a certain layer, the
maximum value of the interference clique transmission
time of all local cliques (i.e., T̂P over benchmark layer) is
equal to that for all cliques (i.e., TP over benchmark layer).7

Thus, we can further establish the benchmark path
capacity8 using T̂P as CP ¼ 1

TP
¼ 1

T̂P
[26].

Step 6: Establishing the benchmark expense.

Given the benchmark path capacity CP , the SSP will

establish the benchmark expense �P .

For a CR link lij along the path P, if the LBP2 quadruplet

ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 2 Qij, i.e., the LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ is

on the benchmark layer b, it takes up tij for packet delivery

during one period � , where tij is

tij ¼
�CP
rbijq

b
ij

¼
�Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ

T̂P
: ð22Þ

Correspondingly, the benchmark expense of lij is

�ij ¼
Eij

�

�Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ

T̂P
¼
EijTðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ

T̂P
: ð23Þ

Similarly, for a CR link luv along the path, where the
LBP2 quadruplet ðluv; b; qbuv; pbuvÞ 62 Quv and band k other
than band b is exploited by luv for packet delivery, the
benchmark expense is written as

�uv ¼
EuvTðluv;k;qkuv;pkuvÞ

T̂P
: ð24Þ

Therefore, the benchmark expense of the path P can be
expressed as

�P ¼
X

ðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ2Qij

Tðlij;b;qbij;pbijÞ

T̂P
Eij

þ
X

ðluv;b;qbuv;pbuvÞ62Quv

Tðluv;k;qkuv;pkuvÞ

T̂P
Euv:

ð25Þ

The procedure of Steps 5 and 6 is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Establishing the benchmark expense

Require: Initialize the procedure after layering GP and

selecting layer b as the benchmark layer.

1: for all lij 2 P do

2: if jQijj ¼¼ 1 then

3: The SSP chooses that LBP2 quadruplet for lij.

4: else if jQijj � 1 and ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 2 Qij then

5: The SSP chooses ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ for lij and set

Eij ¼ pbij.
6: else if jQijj � 1 and ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 62 Qij then

7: The SSP randomly chooses ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ 2 Qij

for lij and set Eij ¼ pkij.
8: end if

9: Calculate the transmission time for lij 2 P.

10: end for

11: Find the maximum value of the local clique’s

transmission time T̂P and estimate the benchmark

path capacity with 1
T̂P

.

12: Given the benchmark path capacity, calculate the

transmission time and the corresponding benchmark
expense at lij 2 P.

13: Sum up the benchmark expense of each link along P
and establish the benchmark expense of P.

Step 7: Switching quadruplets for high throughput.
Depending on the values of �P , 1

T̂P
, and the budget E,

the SSP may apply differen strategies to switch LBP2

quadruplets.

If �P is beyond E, i.e., the budget of the CR source, the

SSP will switch LBP2 quadruplets to reduce the overall

expense for the given path P. Note that �P increases when

T̂P decreases as shown in (25). Thus, the SSP would switch

the LBP2 quadruplets on other layers (i.e., ðluv; k; qkuv; pkuvÞ in

(25), where ðluv; b; qbuv; pbuvÞ 62 Quv) rather than the ones on

the benchmark layer (i.e., ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ in (25), where

ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ 2 Qij) to lower down the expense. The SSP
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7. Some brute-force algorithms can be designed to find all local cliques
on a specific layer (i.e., for a specific band) in polynomial time as illustrated
in [26], which is omitted in this paper due to the limited space.

8. Similar to [25] and [26], in this paper, we only consider the direct
routes as defined in [26]. Note that for direct routes, CP ¼ 1

TP
¼ 1

T̂P
holds.



will replace ðluv; k; qkuv; pkuvÞ with ðluv; h; qhuv; phuvÞ, where phuv <

pkuv and ðluv; h; qhuv; phuvÞ 2 Quv. By switching LBP2 quadru-

plets, if the overall expense of P can be reduced to the

budget of CR source, the path capacity of P, i.e., C�P can be

estimated with the benchmark path capacity, i.e., CP ¼ 1
T̂P

.

Otherwise, path P is not feasible for the CR session due to

budget constraints.
On the other hand, if �P is below E, the SSP will switch

LBP2 quadruplets to improve the throughput of the path P.

From (19) and (21), and CP ¼ 1
TP
¼ 1

T̂P
, we find that if the

number of LBP2 quadruplets in the conflict clique can be

reduced, the throughput of the path will increase. More-

over, it is obvious that the co-band interference between

LBP2 quadruplets, which are the vertices of reducible edges

defined in Step 3, can be mitigated by switching LBP2

quadruplets. Therefore, the SSP will switching LBP2

quadruplets to increase the path capacity under the budget

E as follows.
The SSP first sorts the LBP2 quadruplets on the bench-

mark layer. According to the number of reducible edges

associated with the LBP2 quadruplets, the SSP indexes the

LBP2 quadruplets in a decreasing manner, i.e., the more
reducible edges an LBP2 quadruplet is associated with, the

smaller index number the LBP2 quadruplet has.9

Then, the SSP starts the switching process with the LBP2

quadruplet having the smallest index. Let the LBP2 quad-

ruplet be ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ on benchmark layer b. If jQijj ¼ 1, then

this LBP2 quadruplet cannot be switched, and the SSP

continues to check the next LBP2 quadruplet. Otherwise, if

jQijj > 1, the SSP needs to decide whether ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ can

be switched into ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ, where ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ 2 Qij and

k 6¼ b. Let T̂P be the transmission time of local cliques on the

benchmark layer b before quadruplet switching, T̂
0

P be the

largest transmission time of local cliques among all the layers

after switching ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ to ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ, and �
0

P be the

expense of P after switching ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ to ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ. To

make the decision of quadruplet switching, the SSP must

consider the following two cases:

. If T̂
0

P � T̂P and �
0

P � E, the SSP will switch
ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ to ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ, eliminate reducible edges
associated with LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ on
layer b, and add reducible edges associated with
LBP2 quadruplet ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ on layer k. In addi-
tion, the SSP will identify the layer with T̂

0

P , put
T̂P ¼ T̂

0

P and �P ¼ �
0

P , and set that layer as new
benchmark layer. After that, the SSP will sort LBP2

quadruplets on the new benchmark layer and
continue switching process.

. If T̂
0

P > T̂P or �
0

P > E, the SSP cannot switch

ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ to ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ. The SSP will keep the

benchmark layer and benchmark expense un-

changed, and continue the process with the next

LBP2 quadruplet.

Iterations of quadruplet switching continue until T̂P
cannot be decreased further under the CR source’s budget

E. Then, the SSP can estimate the throughput of P as C�P ¼
1
T̂ �P

as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Switching quadruplets for high throughput

Require:The benchmark layer is layer b and �P � E.

1: Sort and index the LBP2 quadruplets on the benchmark

layer in a decreasing manner according to the number
of reducible edges associated with these quadruplets.

2: Set � ¼ 1.

3: Start the switching-quadruplet process of the �th

quadruplet ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ on the benchmark layer.

4: if jQijj ¼¼ 1 then

5: � ¼ �þ 1. Go to Line 2.

6: else if jQijj � 1 then

7: for all ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ 2 Qij do

8: Calculate T̂
0

and �
0
P

9: if T̂
0
P > T̂P or �

0
P > E then

10: continue.

11: else if T̂
0
P � T̂P and �

0
P � E then

12: Switch ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ into ðlij; k; qkij; pkijÞ.
13: Delete the reducible edges associated with

ðlij; b; qbij; pbijÞ on the benchmark layer.

14: Identify the layer with T̂
0

P , and set that

layer as new benchmark layer.

15: T̂P ¼ T̂
0
P and �P ¼ �

0
P . Go to Line 2.

16: end if

17: end for

18: � ¼ �þ 1. Go to Line 2.

19: end if

20: Output the throughput of P: C�P ¼ 1
T̂ �P
¼ 1

T̂P
.

The heuristic algorithm provides a useful metric to the
SSP for the path selection. Given possible paths of a CR
session, the SSP can exploit the proposed algorithm above
to calculate the throughput of these paths by using local
cliques, and select the path with the highest path capacity.

6.3 Complexity Analysis

For a GPðVP ; EPÞ constructed from the candidate path P, it is
NP-hard to identify all the maximum independent sets.
Given all the maximum independent sets and relaxed �ij-
variables, the complexity of solving such an optimization
problem by standard solvers such as CPLEX [46] is OðX3Y Þ
[45], whereX is the number of variables and Y is the number
of bits required to store the data. By contrast, the proposed
heuristic algorithm can directly calculate the path capacity in
each iteration. Thus, the complexity of the proposed
algorithm mainly lies in the number of required iterations.
Note that for a given candidate path, in each iteration, we
determine the status of an additional link on an available
band for the session under budget constraints. Let jN Pj
be the number of CR nodes along the path, and jHj ¼
maxi2NP ;b2Bi jHb

i j, where jHb
i j is the number of CR nodes

within the local clique of i over band b. Each link could be
active at most jBj bands. So, for a path with jN Pj CR nodes,
the number of iterations for the proposed procedure is no
more than the product jN Pj2 � jHj � jBj, which indicates that
the proposed algorithm has a polynomial-time complexity.
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9. If there are multiple LBP2 quadruplets with the same number of
reducible edges, the SSP will just index them in order according to their
distance from the CR source.



7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

7.1 Simulation Setup

We consider a multihop CRN consisting of jN j ¼ 40 CR
nodes randomly distributed in a 800 � 800 m2 area. We
assume each CR node has a fixed transmission range of
250 m and interference range of 500 m [44], [48]. Regarding
the returning of primary services, the availability of a
licensed band over a CR link at a certain location is with a
random probability within ð0:5; 1�, i.e., qbij 2 ð0:5; 1� (8i; j 2
N and 8b 2 B). Correspondingly, the price for opportunistic
using a band for one time period is within ð50; 100�. The
price of a licensed band increases with the availability of
that band, given the fact that all bands have the identical
bandwidth. For illustrative purposes, we conduct simula-
tions to study the path selection problem in CRNs with two
different channel rates, i.e., 18 Mbps (802.11a) and 11 Mbps
(802.11b), respectively.

We fix the CR node nearest to the upper left corner as the
CR source and the CR node nearest to the lower right corner
as the CR destination. We compare the path selection
algorithms consisting of the optimal path selection, the
proposed heuristic path selection and the single-band-based

path selection illustrated in [26]. The performance metric is
the end-to-end throughput/path capacity. Note that the
optimal path selection is the one obtained from the mixed
integer-linear programming problem formulated in Sec-
tion 5.3. Given such a small network topology in simula-
tions, we can find the independent sets [26], [27], relax the
binary requirement on �ij and solve the optimization
problem in a reasonable time by using CPLEX [46]. Besides,
we demonstrate the impact of CR source’s budget and the
impact of the number of available licensed bands on the
path capacity in CRNs, and present the results in Figs. 4
and 5. We also find the paths from the CR source to all the
other CR nodes in this area, carry out simulations to
evaluate the impact of distance from the CR source on the
path capacity with different path selection algorithms, and
show the results in Fig. 6.

7.2 Results and Analysis

In Fig. 4, we compare the optimal path selection with the
proposed heuristic path selection at different CR source’s
budget levels, where the number of available licensed
bands jBj is equal to 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Meanwhile,
we set the path capacity obtained from the single-band-
based path selection algorithm in [26] as the baseline, where
we assume the budget is large enough. From the results
shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, four observations can be made in
order. First, the single-band-based path selection has the
worst performance among all these algorithms. That is not
surprising because the single-band-based path selection
algorithm in [26] is designed for SR-SC networks. It neither
considers the CR capability of the CR relay nodes nor
considers the possible returning of primary services at
different CR links10 in CRNs. Second, as the number of
available bands increases, the end-to-end throughput
increases as well. The reason is that more licensed bands
available give more opportunities for CR users’ accessing,
so that more CR links along the selected path can be
activated for transmission simultaneously. Third, as the CR
source’s budget increases, the end-to-end throughput also
increases. That is because the budget is one of the most
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Fig. 4. Impact of CR source’s budget on path selection in multihop
CRNs.

Fig. 5. Impact of the number of available licensed bands on path
selection in multihop CRNs.

10. In the simulations, we assume there exist perfect links, where the
delivery ratio is equal to 1. The packet loss of CR transmissions is only
caused by the returning of primary services.



important concerns of the SSP when it jointly conducts the

flow routing and link scheduling for a CR session.

However, when the budget of CR source node is large

enough (e.g., beyond 250), it has no impact on the SSP’s

decision of path selection and the path capacity will not

increase any more. Fourth, the performance of the heuristic

algorithm is close to that of the optimal one at different

budget levels as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.
Fig. 5 presents the impact of the number of available

bands on the path capacity in CRNs, where we can have the
following two observations. 1) The path capacity obtained
from the heuristic path selection algorithm is close to that
from the optimal one, especially when the number of
available licensed bands is larger than 4. 2) The increment of
path capacity basically stops when the number of available
bands exceeds 4. As illustrated in Sections 4.1 and 6, only
the interference between LBP2 quadruplets satisfying
Condition 2 can be reduced by switching LBP2 quadruplets,
due to the single-radio constraint of CR devices. Given the
network scale in the simulation, there are a limited number
of LBP2 quadruplets satisfying Condition 2 in the maximal
conflict cliques. Therefore, the maximum path capacity can
be achieved by full exploitation of four licensed bands, even

considering the potential interruption caused by primary
services in multihop CRNs.

Fig. 6 shows the impact of distance between the CR
source and destination on the path capacity in CRNs. For
the simplicity of computing independent sets [27], we
assume there are three licensed bands available in the
network. Except for the observations we already have in
Figs. 4 and 5, we find that the longer distance the path
spans, the more likely the path capacity is affected by the
budget of the CR source. It is obvious that a longer path
may include more CR links along the path, which implies
that more links could be scheduled to transmit at the same
time. Thus, the end-to-end throughput of such a path
depends more on the budget of the CR source.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have studied the path selection problem
in multihop CRNs under flow routing, link scheduling
and CR source’s budget constraints. We first introduce a
novel service provider for CR users, SSP, and make the
SSP help a given CR session to purchase the licensed
spectrum and select the path for packet delivery. Then,
considering the inherent single-radio constraint of CR
devices and the features of spectrum trading, we propose
a 4D conflict graph to describe the conflict relations among
CR links. After that, we mathematically formulate the path
selection problem under multiple constraints into an
optimization problem with the objective of maximizing
the end-to-end throughput for the CR session. Given all
independent sets in 4D conflict graph, we can relax the
formulated optimization problem and solve it by linear
programming. Regarding the NP-hardness of finding all
independent sets, we provide a heuristic algorithm as
well, which layers the 4D conflict graph and exploits the
maximum local cliques to approximately select the path
with the highest throughput. By simulations, we demon-
strate how the CR source’s budget, the number of
available bands and distance from CR source affect the
performance of path selection in terms of path capacity.
We also compare the heuristic path selection algorithm
with the optimal one and show that the throughput
obtained from the heuristic algorithm is close to that
obtained from the optimal one in multihop CRNs.

As an initial step, in this work, we just consider a single-
flow scenario and ignore the interference from the other
flows as well as the competitive bidding for spectrum usage
from the other flows. In a CRN with multiflows, the CR
source nodes need to develop sophisticated bidding
strategies considering the competition from the peer flows,
and the SSP should jointly consider the cross-layer factors
and the bidding values to determine the sharing of the
harvested spectrum. Besides, the network performance
improvement is still hindered by the inherent single-radio
of CR devices. Another issue is the mobility of CR users,
which may have negative impact on the scheduled
transmissions. Similar to multihop cellular networks, a
better CRN architecture involving some fixed multiradio
CR routers may further increase the network capacity and
solve the mobility problem. The more complex design of
path selection algorithms associated with multiflows in
mobile CRNs will be deferred for our future research.
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Fig. 6. Path capacity for different path selection algorithms in CRNs.
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